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The dispersion relations of the collective excitations induced in a 2D spin-polarized electron gas are derived
within the framework of the Landau-Silin theory applied to a two-component Fermi liquid. The quasiparticle
interaction is described by spin-dependent coefficients, which are parametric functions of the initial degree of
polarization. The motion of the low-energy excitations satisfies a semiclassical transport equation solved
consistently with the Maxwell equations for the electromagnetic field produced by spin and charge fluctuations.
The long-wavelength limit of the self-sustained oscillations is analyzed as a function of the initial degree of
polarization of the system, preset by a dc magnetic induction.@S0163-1829~98!01548-3#
I. INTRODUCTION
In an interacting system, collective excitations occur at
those values of the frequency,v which are the poles of the
response functions to an external electromagnetic perturba-
tion. The Coulomb repulsion, in the case of an electron gas,
conditions the existence of linearly independent spin and
charge waves and determines the departure of the excitation
spectra from the single electron transition energy. When a
static magnetic fieldBW 5Bẑ is applied in equilibrium, the
resulting spin population imbalance produces an enhance-
ment of the collective-mode spectrum: it couples the dielec-
tric and magnetic responses and induces an anisotropy of the
spin excitations when the direction of the applied ac mag-
netic field is different fromẑ.1,2
In this paper we investigate the collective excitation spec-
trum of a two-dimensional spin-polarized electron gas~2D-
SPEG! in the phenomenological framework of the
Landau-Silin3,4 theory of the degenerate Fermi liquid. The
2D electron gas, formed in the inversion layer of a metal-
insulator-semiconductor structure, has traditionally served as
a testing ground for the theoretical approximations of the
many-body interaction. This system behaves fundamentally
like a Fermi liquid,5 whose density can be varied over many
orders of magnitude by a static electric field.6 Of course, a
2D-SPEG has only a single subband, and only intrasubband
excitations. Previous phenomenological descriptions of the
collective modes have provided remarkable agreement with
experimental observations in simple metals7–9 and in two-
dimensional semiconductor structures.10 In addition to the
qualitative agreement, these models were easily generalized
at all wave vectors and frequencies9 and for arbitrarily
shaped Fermi surfaces.11
The electron gas—n electrons per unit area, with charge
2e, effective band massm, and spins, imbedded in a posi-
tive background—is spin-polarized by a dc magnetic fieldB.
Throughout this work, the spin polarization of the system,
z5(n↑2n↓)/n, is considered a parameter of the problem,
taking on any value between zero and unity. The problem in
which the spin imbalance is created by an external field
should serve as guidance for the more complicated case of a
self-consistent magnetic induction that locally spin-polarizes
the electron gas. We expect that the many-body effects asso-
ciated with the short-range Coulomb interaction are the same
in the two cases, since the exchange and correlation local
field corrections depend only on the particle density for each
spin, and are independent of the cause of the spin polariza-
tion.
The interaction of the electrons with the dc field is deter-
mined by an effective gyromagnetic factorg determined by
the band structure. The spin splitting energy 2gB is consid-
ered to be large compared to the cyclotron energy\vc
5\eB/mc; the latter is assumed to be small in respect to the
Fermi energyeF . This assumption allowsz its full variation
range, without considering the Landau quantization of the
electron orbits. One possible system for which this could
serve as a model is a narrow quantum well of dilute magnetic
semiconductor in a nonmagnetic host. At a very low tem-
perature, the interaction of the conduction electrons with the
paramagnetic ions leads to a huge enhancement of the effec-
tive g value of the conduction electrons relative to the value
in the absence of magnetic impurities. The assumption that
the conduction electrons have an enhancedg, in the investi-
gation of spin excitations, is valid only if the spin excitation
frequencies are not too close in value to the resonance fre-
quency of the paramagnetic ions.
The method we adopt for determining the excitation fre-
quencies of the collective modes is based on solving the
transport equation for quasiparticles in the perturbative po-
tential, self-consistently with Maxwell’s equations for the
fields associated with the induced charge and spin fluctua-
tions. At resonance, the quasiparticle fluctuations satisfy a
homogeneous system of equations which admits a nontrivial
solution only for certain values of the frequency and wave
vector. The spectrum of a 2D-SPEG in a magnetic field per-
pendicular to the electron layer consists of a multitude of
collective excitations which reflect the superposition of the
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motion in the self-consistent electromagnetic field with the
rotation in the applied dc magnetic field. When the wave-
length of the perturbation is very long, the series of cyclotron
harmonics can be decoupled from the excitations determined
by the self-consistent field. The latter are spin- and charge-
density waves generated by fluctuations in the number of
electrons, and spin waves determined by spin-flip processes.
Because of the initial spin imbalance, the charge and spin
excitations are coupled through terms which are continuous
functions of z. To illustrate these ideas, we analyze the
simple case in which the quasiparticle interaction is the stati-
cally screened 2D Coulomb exchange interaction between
quasiparticles of the same spin. For an unpolarized gas this
approximation gives qualitatively correct results for a num-
ber of measured effects.12 Our results for the dispersion laws
are discussed as functions of the degree of spin polarization.
II. TRANSPORT EQUATION FOR QUASIPARTICLES
The 2D spin-polarized electron gas is treated like a two-
component Fermi-liquid system: the electrons of momentum
kW and spins occupy states inside two Fermi discs of radii
pf s5(4pns)
1/2. The elementary excitations of the system
are quasiparticles of energyeks and distribution function
nks . This picture is meaningful only in the vicinity of the
Fermi surfaces, where the damping is negligible and a qua-
siparticle equilibrium state can be defined. For the low-
energy excited states, the infinitesimal departurednks from
the ground-state distributionks
0 is the relevant function.nks
0
is the Fermi function written for the quasiparticle energy
with respect to the chemical potential of the systemm:
nks
0 5@11e~eks2m!/kBT#21. ~1!
The interaction between two quasiparticles in states (kW )
and (kW8s8) is described by a symmetric functionFks;k8s8 ,
whose most general form is13
FkWs;kW8s85fkWkW81~sW •sW 8!ckk8 . ~2!
In a system of charged particles,FkWs;kW8s8 is the screened
Coulomb interaction.13 This expression is valid if inversion
symmetry and time reversal invariance are assumed. For a
homogeneous, translationaly invariant system,FkWs;kW8s8 de-
pends on the magnitude of (kW2kW8).
In the Landau theory of a Fermi liquid, the energy of a
quasiparticle of momentumkW and spins is determined by its






0 5\2k2/2m the bare quasiparticle energy. The two
possible states of the electronic spin in the static magnetic
field are described as usual by the Pauli matricessx , sy ,
andsz . The associated potential energy is2g* szB, where
the effective gyromagnetic factorg* is proportional tog by
a renormalization term which depend on the quasiparticle
interaction, as shown in Eq.~46!.
A weak electromagnetic perturbation, which consists of
an electric field EW ei (qW •rW2vt) and a magnetic induction
bW ei (qW •rW2vt) of arbitrary orientation, will create new quasipar-
ticles with a position- and time-dependent distribution func-
tion ñks(rW,t),
ñks~rW,t !5nks
0 1dñks~rW,t !. ~4!
The deviation from the equilibrium,dñks(rW,t), is considered
infinitesimal and is usually written as a sum of spin-
dependent and spin-independent parts,
dñks~rW,t !5d f k~rW,t !1sW •dgW k~rW,t !. ~5!
The identity ofd f k(rW,t) anddgW k(rW,t) is established by tak-
ing the trace ofdñks multiplied by the Pauli matrices. The
total density fluctuation is Tr@dñks(rW,t)#52d f (rW,t). The
magnetization along the direction of the static field is pro-
portional to Tr@szdñks(rW,t)#52dgk
z(rW,t). The off-diagonal
elements of Eq.~5! describe spin-flip processes induced by
the transverse components ofbW , associated with the raising
and lowering spin operators,65sx6 isy . Up-down ~2!
and down-up~1! electronic spin transitions generate a trans-





Under the effect of the perturbation, the quasiparticle ex-
citation energyẽks(rW,t) is changed from its equilibrium
value eks . Part of the deviation originates in the two-body
interaction term in Eq.~3! which involves the new distribu-
tion function, Eq.~5!. The rest is the potential energy of the
bare electron in the local magnetic field,bW , which is the sum
of the external ac applied field and the magnetic field asso-
ciated with the spin-density fluctuations. As a result, the qua-
siparticle energy changedeks is
deks~rW,t !52(
k8
fkWkW8d f k8~rW,t !
12sW •(
k8
ckk8dgW k8~rW,t !2g* sW •b
W . ~6!
This expression is valid for macroscopic variations in space
and time, whendnks(rW,t) can be considered constant over
the range of the interaction andFkWs;kW8s8 , averaged over the
volume spanned by the two particles, depends only on their
relative momentum. Then,ẽks is a local function of
dñks(rW,t).
The flow of the low-energy, noninteracting quasiparticles,
driven by a weak electromagnetic field, in the phase space,
can be described by a semiclassical transport equation. A
detailed derivation of the transport equation for the quasipar-
ticle in an electromagnetic field, which takes into account the
spin degree of freedom, was given in Ref. 9, and we will
quote here just the main results.
A solution dñks(rW,t) of the transport equation should
have the time and position dependence imposed by the ex-
ternal field, exp@i(qW•rW2vt)#. Since the lifetime of a quasipar-
ticle is inversely proportional to the square of its energy in
respect to the Fermi surface,15 it is considered that the equi-
librium distribution of the quasiparticles is nonzero only in
the vicinity of the Fermi surface. In this perspective,
(2dnks
0 /deks) behaves like ad function at the Fermi sur-
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face. It is then convenient to express the solution in terms of
a new functionns(kW ) defined by
dñs~kW !5ns~kW ,v!S 2 dnks0deks Dei ~qW •rW2vt !. ~7!
This choice imposes the restriction that all the functions in
the transport equations be estimated at the Fermi surface cor-
responding to the spins electrons. The momentum depen-
dence is completely specified by the angle made bykW with x̂
axis and bypf s . Because the interaction@Eq. ~6!# couples
the various amplitudesns(kW ), it is useful to obtain a solution
in terms of a Fourier sum over independent components in-
dexed byl , n ls5(1/2p)*0
2pdfnse
2 i l f.
The charge and longitudinal spin-density fluctuations are
induced byEW andbz , the components of the electromagnetic
field which commute with the spin operator. These are local-
field values, the sum of the external perturbation and the field
generated by the spin and density fluctuations. In a collision-
less regime~assumed for simplicity! the equation satisfied by
ns(f) is
2 i\vns1S iqW •vW s1vcs* ]]f D @ns1des#2evW s•EW 50,
~8!
wherevcs* 5eB/ms* c is the cyclotron frequency of an elec-
tron of spins. We have introducedms* for the mass of an
electron of spins, which differs from the band effective
mass by a factor determined by the interaction, as described
by Eq. ~44!. In the case of the longitudinal spin and charge
density fluctuations,des is, from Eq.~6!,
depfs~f!5(
kW8
~fpf s ;k81cpf s ;k8!dñk8s
1(
kW8
~fpf s ;k82cpf s ;k8!dñk8s̄2g* sbz .
~9!
When Eq.~7! is employed, the summation overkW8 is con-
strained by thed functions to the Fermi surface. One identi-
fies Fs(pf s)5(f1c)(pf s) as the interaction between two
same-spin quasiparticles, with momenta of equal magnitude
pf s and a relative angular orientationu5f2f8. The corre-





whereAls’s depend parametrically onpf s . Since the inter-
action is a real, symmetric function ink and k8, Al5A2 l .
The opposite-spin interaction is described byFa5f2c
which has to be estimated for momenta on different Fermi
surfaces,k5pf s andk85pf s̄ . In this case,
ukW2kW8u5Apf s2 1pf s̄2 22pf spf s̄cosu. ~11!
The Fourier series introduces a new set of coefficients
Bl(pf s ;pf s̄), parametric functions of both Fermi momenta,
Fa~Apf s2 1pf s̄2 22pf spf s̄cosu!5(
l
Bl~pf s ;pf s̄!e
il u,
~12!
with Bl5B2 l , as imposed by the interaction being a real
function symmetric ink andk8.
With Eqs. ~10! and ~12!, the summation overkW8 in
deks(f) @Eq. ~9!#, is easily performed assuming a constant
density of states at the Fermi surface,N(e f s)5ms* /2p\
2.







Bln l s̄ . ~13!
The effective mass of the quasiparticles,m* , is different
from the effective band mass on account of the interaction,










The standard equation of motion satisfied by thel th Fourier
component ofns for qW 5qŷ is, from Eqs.~8! and ~13!:
~2 iv1 i l vcs* as!n ls1 i l vcs* bs̄n l s̄1
qv f s
2




~E2d l ,11E1d l ,21!. ~16!
The ~6! index is used for the linear combinations of thex̂
and ŷ vectorial components:E65Ex6 iEy . The right-hand
side of Eq.~16! is the Fourier transform ofvW •EW ; it involves
just the l 561 components associated with the projections
of the quasiparticle velocity on thex̂ and ŷ axes.
Spin-flip processes are driven bybx and by , and as a
result a nonzero spin-density fluctuation is induced perpen-
dicular onẑ. Associated with these density fluctuations, spin
waves propagate for those frequencies which are poles of the
transverse magnetization response functions. A solution to a
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transport equation satisfied by such a density fluctuation,
dn2, can be written as in Eq.~7!, with the spin index chosen
appropriately. In the case of spin-flip processes, the interac-




2~k8!S 2 dnk↑0dek↑ D 22g* b2. ~17!
ckWkW8 has to be estimated at the spin-up Fermi surface for two
momenta of equal magnitude,pf↑ and relative angleu5f
2f8. ~The spins whose projection alongẑ was 1 are the
ones which flip to21 under the influence ofb2.) We rec-














2d l ,0 . ~19!
Therefore, the transport equation satisfied by thel Fou-
rier component of the transverse spin fluctuations for propa-
gation along theŷ axis is
@2 ivn l





q@ t l 21n l 21





@b2d l ,11b1d l ,21#. ~20!




1 , the Fourier coefficient of the complementary spin-flip
processes, satisfies the complex conjugate equation written
for (2BW ), with all the coefficients calculated at the down-
spin Fermi surface.
III. CHARGE AND SPIN-DENSITY COLLECTIVE
EXCITATIONS
The self-sustained oscillations of the system occur in the
absence of the external perturbation. However, the induced
spin and charge fluctuations generate an electric current and
a spin magnetization, which, in accordance with Maxwell
equations, create local electric and magnetic fields. The latter
can be set equal to zero, since it is much weaker than the
electrostatic interaction.11 The local electric field is deter-
mined by the electric current of the quasiparticle flow, and
depends implicitly on the quasiparticle fluctuationsdñks .
Under these conditions, the transport equation for the longi-
tudinal density fluctuations@Eq. ~16!#, generates an infinite
homogeneous system inls . A nontrivial solution exists
only for those values ofv andqW for which the determinant
multiplying the column vectorn ls vanishes. The relation be-
tweenv andqW obtained this way is equivalent to finding the
poles of the response function.9
In Eq. ~16!, the l 561 components are coupled to the
local electric field produced by the electric current. For a
propagation vectorqW along they direction, and a similar
geometry, it was established that the the electric field is con-
nected to the current,jW, through16
ivS bc22pv2 Ex ,2 e02pb EyD5 jW. ~22!
b25q22e0v
2/c2 is a positive quantity. In the Fermi-liquid
theory, the electric current is the sum over thekW space of the
the bare electron velocity weighted by the deviation from






For a translationally invariant system, this is equivalent to13
jW5(
k,s
vW ksS 2 dnks0deks D ~nks1deks!. ~24!
When the Fourier expansions fornks anddeks are inserted













ms* v f s
4p\2
3F ~n21s1E21s!S 17b2c2v2e0D
1~n1s1E1s!S 16b2c2v2e0D G . ~26!
Upon inclusion in the transport equation of the electric field,
the generic equations satisfied self-consistently byn ls can be
written. We define V ls5@2 iv1 i l vcs* a ls#/vcs* , m ls
5 i l b ls , and introduceXs5v f sq/vcs* . The equation satis-
fied by thel th Fourier component is




@a~ l 21!sn~ l 21!s1b~ l 21!s̄n~ l 21!s̄




~E2d l ,11E1d l ,21!, ~27!
with E6 determined by Eq.~26!. For u l u.2, the nonzero
elements of the determinant are concentrated in a 636 block
about the diagonal, generated by the interdependence be-
tween the Fourier components of opposite spins correspond-
ing to l ,l 21, andl 11. For l 50 the conservation of charge
for each spin population is obtained:






The dispersion relationv(qW ) is the solution to the deter-
minantal equation obtained from the requirement that the
homogeneous system satisfied byn ls have a nonzero solu-
tion for all l . This very complicated expression describes all
the coupled modes of longitudinal spin and charge oscilla-
tions, along with a series of cyclotron harmonics generated
for u l u.2. As an example, we have derived the equation
satisfied by thel 52 cyclotron harmonics and the magneto-
plasma modes, in the long-wavelength limit, when the cou-
pling constantXs5qv f s /vcs* is small compared to the unity
in Eq. ~47!. Higher-order harmonics are also involved, but
with smaller contributions. In the lowest-order approxima-
tion we will assume that the cyclotron harmonics and the
plasma waves are linearly independent, and obtain analytic
results forv(q) up to terms quadratic inX.15
The modes that propagate in the system under the effect
of the self-consistent electric field are magnetoplasma oscil-
lations, and they correspond tou l u<1. Their excitation fre-
quencies are much larger thanvs* , and we approximate
V1s'2 iv/vcs* andm1s'0 in Eq.~27!. Under this assump-
tion analytic solutions are obtained forv(q). The low-
frequency mode is a spin-density wave:
vSDW
2 ~q!5
















a1s1Ans̄ns b1sD 1Ans̄nbs ms*ms̄* a1s̄1Ansns̄ b1s̄D G
,
~29!
This density excitation originates in the spin-antisymmetric
fluctuation in the number of electrons whose spin is parallel
to the ẑ axis. At small wave vectorsv2 is proportional toq
and the geometric mean average of the Fermi velocities.
Even though this oscillation is generated by density varia-
tions, the coupling with the spin degree of freedom deter-
mines the linear dependence onq, as an intermediary be-
tween a plasma wave, proportional toAq and a spin wave
;q2.
The high-frequency solution is a superposition of plasma





v̄s is the plasma frequency for a spin-s electron gas in a









2 Fa1sa0s1S ms*ms̄* DAns̄ns b1sb0s̄G . ~31!
In this spin-symmetric mode, the effect of the spin polariza-
tion is described by the terms proportional tob1s andb1s̄ ,
the Fourier coefficients of the interaction between opposite
spins. The dependence onz is quadratic since these are
charge fluctuations, invariant under the changeBW→(2BW ).
In addition to the modes described above, foru l u.2, in
the system propagate coupled cyclotron harmonics associ-
ated with the electron motion in the static magnetic field.




@vcs* a ls1vcs̄* a l s̄
6A4vcs* vcs̄* b lsb l s̄1~vcs* a ls2vcs̄* a l s̄!2#.
~32!
The coupling between the two waves is measured by
vcs* vcs̄* b lsb l s̄ , which reflects the interaction between the
opposite spin electrons. At low polarization values, (vcs* as
2vcs̄* as̄)





2 Fvcs* ~a ls6b ls!1vcs̄* ~a l s̄6b l s̄!
6
~vcs* a ls2vcs̄* a l s̄!
2
vcsvcs̄b lsb l s̄
G . ~33!
The two solutions correspond to a charge mode~1!, deter-
mined by (a l1b l), the Fourier coefficient of the spin inde-
pendent part of the interaction, and a spin mode~2!, driven
by (a l2b l). To the lowest order inz, the spin symmetric




@vcs* ~a ls6b ls!1vcs̄* ~a l s̄6b l s̄!#. ~34!
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For the spin-symmetric mode,vc1* , the fundamental absorp-
tion l 51 occurs at the bare cyclotron frequencyvc , as re-
quired by Kohn’s theorem. This is possible because of the
renormalization of the effective mass@Eq. ~44!#. If the
opposite-spin interaction is neglected, i.e.,b ls is set equal to
zero in Eq.~32!, the spin and charge excitations start at the
same frequency. At large polarizations, 12uzu!1, and the
interaction between quasiparticles of opposite spin, described
by b l , becomes very small. Then (lvcs* a ls2 lvcs̄* a l s̄)
2
@4l 2vcs* vcs̄* b lsb l s̄ . In this limit, the cyclotron motion of
electronss ands̄ decouples, and each mode is excited inde-
pendently at a frequency
vc* 5 lvcs* Fa ls1 b ls~vs* a ls2vs̄* a l s̄!G . ~35!
IV. SPIN WAVES
Under the effect of the transverse components of the ac
magnetic field,b6, some electrons change their spin state.
These spin-flip processes determine magnetic fluctuations in
the x̂2 ŷ plane, perpendicular on the polarizing dc field. At
the resonance of the transverse magnetization response func-
tions, spin waves propagate.
The dynamics of the spin-flip processes is described by a
transport equation@Eq. ~20!#. The excitation frequencies for
the collective modes associated to the up-down transition,
are those values ofv for which the determinant of the ho-
mogeneous system generated by Eq.~20! vanishes. The only
nonzero elements of the matrix formed with the Fourier com-
ponent of the fluctuationsn l
2 are those along the diagonal
and those adjacent to it. In the long-wavelength limit, when
X↑5qv f↑ /v↑* !1 the excitation frequency is
\v l
25~ lvc↑* 12g* B!t l↑1S X↑2 D
2
t l↑vc↑* S t l 11↑V l 11↑1 t l 21↑V l 21↑D ,
~36!
where V ( l 61)↑5$2(vc↑* 12g* B)t l↑1t ( l 61)@( l 61)vc↑*
12g* B#%.
Equation~36! describes a spin wave associated with the
poles of the transverse magnetization response function.v l
2
starts at the Zeeman spin splitting energy, the minimum en-
ergy for a spin flip, and increases proportionally toqW 2
through a term solely generated by the spin-dependent part
of the quasiparticle interaction. The effect of the spin polar-
ization on these values is determined by the change in the
effective mass, as well as by the change in the interaction
parameters. The fundamental resonance occurs atv0
2
52g* t0B. Sincet0511m* (A02B0)/2p\
2, the renormal-
ization of g* because of the interaction@Eq. ~46!#, is com-
pletely canceled, and we regain the excitation frequency of a
non-interacting electron system.
The description of a spin wave at high magnetic fields
becomes difficult in terms of a Fermi-liquid theory. Atq
50, a spin excitation requires an energy comparable to the
difference between the Fermi energies of the up- and down-
spin quasiparticles. Whenz;1, this difference is almost
equal toe f↑ . For such a large excitation energy, the quasi-
particle concept is not well defined~its lifetime is extremely
small when the excitation energy is of the order ofeF).
V. DISCUSSION
The excitation frequencies for the various collective
modes of a spin-polarized electron gas derived in the previ-
ous sections depend on the Fourier coefficients of the quasi-
particle interactionFks,k8s, . In the Landau theory of a
Fermi liquid, the functionFks,k8s8 is not specified. An ana-
lytic expression for it requires a microscopic theory of the
many-body interaction in the electron gas. To illustrate some
of our results, we choose the very simple case in which
Fks,k8s8 is the screened Coulomb interaction in two dimen-
sions, in the Thomas-Fermi approximation. In the lowest or-







For quasiparticles at the same Fermi surface, such thatek
5ek8 , the dielectric functiones is equal to its static value,
fairly well approximated by
es~qW ,0!5es~11q/qTF!, ~38!
wherees is the dielectric constant of the semiconductor and
qTF is the screening length of the interaction in the Thomas-
Fermi ~TF! approximation,qTF52pne
2/eF .
We consider numerical values typical of inversion layer
structures: electronic density per unit arean5531011 cm2,
band effective massm50.2me (me is the bare electron
mass!, es511.9, and band effective gyromagnetic factorg
5100mB (mB5e\/2mc is the Bohr magneton!.
The effective mass of the interacting quasiparticles varies
in respect to the bulk value on account on the exchange
interaction, as we show in Eq.~44!. This renormalization is
modified by the applied dc magnetic field which creates an
imbalance in the number of electrons of each spin. In Fig. 1,
the variation ofms with z reflects the proportionality on
1/Ans, characteristic of a 2D system. The depletion in the
minority spins~considereds̄) determines a fast divergence
of their effective mass as 1/A(12z). Of course, one needs to
consider higher-order approximations for the quasiparticle
interaction to put a limit on the increase inms̄* . In the inset,
we plotg/g* . It is expected that the picture is accurate only
at low values of polarization, when only effects linear inB
occur.
In the exchange approximation, the spin-symmetric
charge-density modev1 , which is described in Eq.~30! as a
linear superposition of plasma waves associated indepen-
dently with electrons of spins and s̄, is constant. The de-
pendence onz is canceled between the renormalization of the
ffective mass and the variation of the Fourier coefficient of
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the spin-symmetric part of the interaction,a ls . The excita-
tion frequency of the spin-antisymmetric mode is presented
as a function ofz in Fig. 2. The proportionality ofvSDW @Eq.
~29!#, to the geometric mean of the Fermi velocities of the
quasiparticles determines its variation asA12z2 ~SDW
stands for spin-density wave!. The quadratic dependence on
z is implied by the origin of these oscillations, spin-
antisymmetric fluctuations in the density of electrons whose
spin remains parallel to theẑ axis. Toward large values of
the polarization, the decrease invSDW is accelerated by the
abrupt variation ofms̄* .
The model considered here generates a simplified descrip-
tion of the cyclotronic modes asvcls5 la lsvs* . The l 51
mode, the fundamental absorption, occurs at the noninteract-
ing frequency value implied by the of the effective mass@Eq.
~44!#. The inset of Fig. 3 presents the linear dependence of
vc1* on z. For l 52, the quasiparticle interaction, embodied
by a2s , changes dramatically the linearity, especially for the
minority spins, whose reduced Fermi momentum gives rise
to a large same spin interaction. The coupling between mag-
netoplasmons and the cyclotron modes is determined by
terms proportional toq2 and higher powers of the wave vec-
tors. This crossover becomes important at values of the fre-
quency v which are poles of the magnetic-susceptibility
function.
The spin waves@Eq. ~36!#, are excited at a frequency
v l
252g* Ba ls . The fundamental absorptionl 50 and the
first harmonicl 51 are presented in Fig. 4. Of course, thel
50 mode occurs at the noninteracting frequency value. At
low values ofz, where this model is expected to be correct
for spin waves, the difference in the excitation frequencies of
the two spin-flip processes is produced by the change in the
effective mass of the corresponding quasiparticles.
The phenomenological model we present can be easily
modified to describe the long wavelength limit, or arbitrarily
shaped Fermi surfaces. A comparison between the excitation
frequencies of the collective modes predicted in this frame-
work and spectroscopical measurements in spin-polarized
2D electron system would be most relevant for determining
an accurate approximation for the quasiparticle interaction.
VI. EFFECTIVE MASSES AND g FACTOR
IN A SPIN-POLARIZED ELECTRON SYSTEM
In the Landau theory of a Fermi liquid, the effective mass
is determined from the ratio of the Fermi momentum of a
quasiparticle and its velocity calculated at the Fermi surface,
vpf s5pf s /m* . The velocity of a quasiparticle,vks , is de-
fined as the gradient in respect with momentum of the qua-
siparticle energy,
vW ks5¹keks . ~39!
When the expression for the equilibrium quasiparticle energy
@Eq. ~6!# is introduced into Eq.~39!, the velocity of a quasi-





FIG. 1. The variation of the effective mass with the degree of
spin polarization is studied assuming a screened exchange interac-
tion among the same-spin electrons. The dependencems*
;A1/(16z) is characteristic of 2D electron systems. In the inset, at
small polarization valuesg/g* has a very slow decrease withz.
FIG. 2. The excitation frequency of the longitudinal spin-density
waves, estimated atq/2kF510
22, has a quadratic dependence onz.
At larger polarization values, the increase in the effective mass of
the minority spins determines a rapid decline.
FIG. 3. The cyclotron harmonics forl 51 and are dependent on
z through the effective mass anda ls . The l 51 mode is excited at
the same frequency as in the non interacting system.
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The gradient of the noninteracting energy with respect tokW is
the momentum of the particle divided by the bare mass,
\kW /m. For a translationally invariant system,Fks;k8s8 de-
pends onukW2kW8u, and ¹kWFks;k8s852¹kW8Fks;k8s8 . Using
this property, after some integration by parts in the sum after







The gradient in respect tokW of the equilibrium quasiparticle
distribution function is¹kWdnks52(dnks
0 /deks)vW s . With















vW s8 . ~42!
Equation~42! is a condition imposed on (Fkk86Ckk8) by
Galilean invariance. In the case of an isotropic system,vW s is
parallel tokW . Under the assumption that2(dnks
0 /deks) be-
haves like ad function at the Fermi surface, the summation
over kW8 can be easily performed. Employing a constant den-
sity of states at the Fermi surface,N(0)5ms* /2p\
2, and
introducing the Fourier components of the interaction energy




2pf sS A1s2p\2D2pf s̄S B1s2p\2D . ~43!






m F12 m2p\2 A1s2 mB1s2p\2 ~ns̄ /ns!1/2G . ~44!
As a result of the interaction, the effective gyromagnetic
factor varies also from its band value. The infinitesimal
change in the total energy of the system produced by a spin











However, the electron-electron interactions do not change
the fundamental excitation frequency for the spin-flip pro-
cesses. Consequently,dek522gB, as for a noninteracting













In the limit of weak polarization, the densities of states at the
two Fermi surfaces are equal, and one obtains exactly the
result of the Landau theory. At large magnetic fields, the
problem is not well defined, because the energy of excitation
for a spin-flip process becomes comparable to the Fermi en-
ergy. Consequently, Eq.~45! is valid only for magnetic fields
for which the splitting energy, 2g* B remains much lower
than the Fermi energy.
VII. THE DISPERSION LAW
FOR THE MAGNETOPLASMA MODES
In Sec. III of this paper we derived the general equations
of motion satisfied by thel th Fourier component of the qua-
siparticle fluctuations@Eq. ~27!#. The dispersion lawv(q)
for the collective excitations is obtained by imposing the
condition that the infinite homogeneous system generated by
Eq. ~27! has a nontrivial solution. Foru l u.2, the interaction
couples three consecutive cyclotron harmonics (l 21), l , and
( l 11) only. For u l u<2, the second cyclotron harmonic is
also coupled to the plasma oscillations driven by the self-
consistent electromagnetic field. The coupling constant is
proportional toX5qv f /v* , a small parameter in the long-
wavelength limit. Up to the second order inX, the secular
equation satisfied byv is
FIG. 4. Spin-flip processes are excitated at harmonics of the
Zeeman spin splitting energy 2g* B. The l 50 resonance is not
changed by the interaction.




2 a lsa~ l 21!s
V lsV~ l 21!s
1S Xs̄2 D
2 a l s̄a~ l 21!s̄
V l s̄V~ l 21!s̄
1
XsXs̄




2 b l s̄b~ l 21!s̄
m l s̄m~ l 21!s̄
1S Xs̄2 D
2 b lsb~ l 21!s̄
m lsm~ l 21!s
1
XsXs̄




2 b l s̄a~ l 21!s
V l s̄V~ l 21!s
1S Xs̄2 D
2 b lsa~ l 21!s̄
m lsV~ l 21!s̄
1
XsXs̄





















Above, Ei j is the 333 determinant obtained from determinantE, given below, by striking out rowi and columnj . The
index of summationl 8 can take all the integer values except 0 and61:
E5U W21s̄ 2P1s̄ Z21s 2R1s2P1s̄ W21s 2R1s̄ Z1sZ21s̄ 2R21s W1s̄ 2P1s
2R21s̄ Z1s̄ 2P21s W1s
U , ~48!
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Finding a solution to the secular equation is not possible, unless some simplifying assumptions are made. We argue that, in
the small-q limit, the cyclotron harmonics can be decoupled from the plasma waves. In this limit, the equation satisfied by the
cyclotron harmonics of indexl is
@V~ l 21!sV~ l 21!s̄2m~ l 21!sm~ l 21!s̄#~V lsV l s̄2m lsm l s̄!@V~ l 11!sV~ l 11!s̄2m~ l 11!sm~ l 11!s̄#
1@V~ l 11!sV~ l 11!s̄2m~ l 11!sm~ l 11!s̄#Tl 211@V~ l 21!sV~ l 21!s̄2m~ l 21!sm~ l 21!s̄#Tl 1150, ~56!
where
Tl 615S Xs2 D
2
@V~ l 61!s̄a~ l 61!s2m~ l 61!sb~ l 61!s̄#@V l s̄a ls2b l s̄m ls#1S Xs̄2 D
2
@V~ l 61!sa~ l 61!s̄2m~ l 61!s̄b~ l 61!s#
3~V lsa l s̄2m l s̄b ls!1S XsXs̄4 D @V~ l 61!s̄b~ l 61!s2m~ l 61!sa~ l 61!s̄#~V lsb l s̄2m l s̄a ls!
1S XsXs̄4 D @V~ l 61!sb~ l 61!s̄2m~ l 61!s̄a~ l 61!s#~V l s̄b ls2m lsa l s̄!. ~57!




@V~ l 11!sV~ l 11!s̄2m~ l 11!sm~ l 11!s̄#
1
T~ l 21!
@V~ l 21!sV~ l 21!s̄2m~ l 21!sm~ l 21!s̄#
, ~58!
wherev6




@vcs* a ls1vcs̄* a l s̄6A4vcs* vcs̄* b lsb l s̄1~vcs* a ls2vcs̄* a l s̄!2#. ~59!
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